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Mix, match, rebuild and repeat. Layer is Isomi’s most 
flexible modular desk system to date.

Designed for longevity, replaceability, and material 
variety, the Layer system prioritises adaptability and 
flexibility with endless configurations. Its modular 
design allows for the easy replacement of panels, 
enabling users to update the desk's aesthetics with 
new materials. This eliminates the need to purchase a 
completely new desk for a refresh. 

Product Design Consultant Gensler.



ENDLESS CONFIGURATIONS

Layer is suited to any number of settings from office 
to retail and hospitality to healthcare.

Endless configurations allow seamless integration 
into various design schemes. Maximize space in 
compact offices with clever configurations, or 
design expansive workstations for larger spaces. 

Clean-lined and graphical in expression, Layer is 
structurally honest with modular divisions clearly 
expressed in its design.





MIX & MATCH SYSTEM

Layer Desk extends beyond its configurations. 
Its modules can be clad in a mix-and-match 
material palette, allowing for a spectrum of 
tactile and visual expressions to suit any interior 
style.

Choose from a variety of materials, including 
wood finishes for a natural aesthetic, tiles for a 
more imposing presence, and metals for a 
luxurious or industrial look. Classic solid 
surfaces come in a variety of colours, while 
sustainable fabrics provide an environmentally 
conscious choice.



Layer’s combination of practical and aesthetic 
versatility make it a key step in Isomi’s 
ambitions to develop and implement more 
sustainable methods of design and production, 
as well as further the company’s ongoing 
exploration of the aesthetics and tactility of 
different materials. 

This eliminates the need to purchase a 
completely new desk for a refresh.

The clip-on panel system and wide range of 
configurations reduces furniture waste 
compared to traditional desks that require 
complete replacement for updates. This 
reduces the environmental impact associated 
with production, transportation, and disposal of 
unwanted furniture.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT



Locations

New York
newyork@isomi.com

Washington
washington@isomi.com

Chicago 
chicago@isomi.com

San Francisco 
sanfrancisco@isomi.com

Florida 
florida@isomi.com

Boston 
boston@isomi.com

Texas 
texas@isomi.com

LA
losangeles@isomi.com

Atlanta 
atlanta@isomi.com

Toronto 
toronto@isomi.com

Ireland 
ireland@isomi.com

Australia 
australia@isomi.com

Headquarters

UK
6 Seymour Court
Manor Park
Cheshire WA7 1SY
T. +44 (0)161 903 9797
E. info@isomi.com

For more infomation 
visit isomi.com 
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